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Abstract—This paper addresses the design of self-timed
energy-minimum circuits, operating in the sub-VT domain.
The paper presents a generic implementation template us-
ing bundled-data circuitry and current sensing completion
detection (CSCD). To support this, a fully-decoupled latch
controller has been developed, which integrates with the
current sensing circuitry. Different configurations in which the
latch controller can be used are highlighted. The paper also
outlines a corresponding design flow briefly, which is based on
contemporary synchronous EDA tools, and which transforms
a synchronous design, into a corresponding self-timed circuit.
Different use cases for the CSCD system are examined. The
design flow and the current-sensing technique is validated
by the implementation of a self-timed version of a wavelet
based event detector for cardiac pacemaker applications in a
standard 65 nm CMOS process. The chip has been fabricated
and verified to operate down to 250 mV. The improvement
in throughput due to asynchronous operation is 52.58 %. By
trading the throughput improvement, energy dissipation is
reduced by 16.8 % at the energy-minimum supply voltage.

I. INTRODUCTION

Power density and consumption of complex digital sys-
tems have become a major concern during the recent years,
both due to thermal concerns and limited battery life-
time in mobile applications. Significant reduction in power
consumption is achieved by lowering the supply voltage of
the circuits [1]. This is possible by relaxing the constraints
of classical strong-inversion operation of MOSFETs, and by
accepting the notion that transistors are operated well below
threshold, in the sub-threshold (weak-inversion) regime.

In sub-threshold (sub-VT) mode, the supply voltage may
be scaled aggressively and consequently power consump-
tion is decreased by magnitudes. Sub-threshold operation
of static CMOS logic has been analyzed using the EKV
model in [2]. In this analysis, it is shown that static CMOS
logic may be operated with a supply voltage as low as
50 mV at ambient temperature. There are several successful
implementations of digital circuits operating in the sub-
threshold regime in the literature such as, an FFT processor
that is operational down to 180 mV [3] and a sub-threshold
SRAM which operates with a supply voltage of 160 mV [4].
Circuits operating at these extreme low supply voltages work

at much lower speeds, as an example, the FFT processor
presented in [3] works with a maximum clock frequency of
10 kHz with a power supply of 350 mV. Their extremely
low power consumption results in excellent power delay
product (PDP) values, making such circuits very interesting
candidates for ultra-low power applications which do not
have very high processing requirements.

In the sub-threshold regime, leakage currents of the tran-
sistors are used for computation. The sub-threshold leakage
current depends on the supply voltage exponentially, result-
ing in exponential increase in the circuit delay and leakage
energy dissipation for lower supply voltages. Due to an
exponential dependence of the leakage energy and quadratic
dependence of the switching energy on the supply voltage
in the sub-threshold regime, sub-threshold operation has an
energy-minimum operating voltage (EMV). This minimum
operating voltage may be lowered by decreasing the time a
circuit spends in idle mode, i.e., the circuits is not operating
but leaking. Thus, both leakage and dynamic energy are
effectively reduced.

An attractive technique to reduce leakage energy is the
application of asynchronous circuits. Since their perfor-
mance is determined by actual case (rather than worst case)
latencies, they may provide a higher throughput compared
to the synchronous counterparts. However, if a gain in
throughput is not utilized, the supply voltage may be low-
ered, which in turn reduces energy dissipation. Recently in
[5] asynchronous circuits were studied from a low power
and energy efficient operation perspective and in [6] it
was shown that average case performance property allows
asynchronous sub-threshold circuits to work with a higher
energy efficiency .

The use of minimum energy circuits in energy constrained
applications, e.g., sensor networks [7] or biomedical appli-
cations, is of greatest interest. A typical application scenario
could be a sensor network that is measuring various condi-
tions, triggered by an event or by a fixed time-interval. The
goal of these sensor networks is to perform measurements
(no time-constraints), process and eventually transmit the
data by dissipating as little energy as possible, since the
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systems are supplied by energy sources which may utilize a
continuous but weak (energy harvesting) [8], [9] or limited
(batteries) energy source. After the requested operations are
complete, the system is put in sleep mode where only a
wake-up circuitry is still active.

There is a growing interest in (wireless) sensor networks
possibly powered using energy harvesting techniques and
there are many challenges in this field. One set of challenges
relate to the design of data-processing circuits which can be
used to implement these systems efficiently [10]. Focus here
is on minimizing energy dissipation and on being robust
towards variations in the supply voltage. The circuits are
characterized by periods of activity and long periods of
standby in-between. The circuit techniques presented in this
paper represents a match to these challenges. Our primary
focus is on sub-threshold operation in order to achieve
minimum energy but the use of asynchronous techniques
also brings some robustness towards variations in the supply
voltage as well.

In this work a cardiac event detector was chosen as
a reference design since a synchronous counterpart was
already fabricated in 65 nm low-leakage high-threshold (LL-
HVT) CMOS technology [11]. Consequently, we will be
able to compare throughput and energy dissipation of two
competitive design strategies by measurement (not scope of
this study).

The contributions of this paper are as follows: Use cases
and possible applications of a current sensing completion de-
tection (CSCD) system are presented. A new fully decoupled
latch controller that integrates the completion detection sys-
tem to an asynchronous circuit implementation is designed
and analyzed. Different operating modes for the controller
are explained. A de-synchronization flow employing com-
mercial EDA tools is shown. Finally, using the developed
de-synchronization flow and the latch controller, a self-
timed version of the sub-threshold event detector for cardiac
pacemaker applications is fabricated, and functionality is
verified by measurements. The remainder of this manuscript
is organized as follows. Section II introduces advantages
of asynchronous sub-threshold operation in terms of energy
efficiency. Section III gives an overview of the CSCD
system used in our self-timed circuit implementation with
possible use cases. Section IV gives details of the CSCD
implementation and explains the designed latch controller in
detail. In Section V we present the de-synchronization flow
briefly and in Section VI simulation results and preliminary
measurements are given. Finally, in Section VII conclusions
are drawn.

II. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

The section gives a brief overview on sub-VT domain,
before introducing asynchronous operation, and an analysis
of energy reduction enabled by asynchronous operation.

The total energy dissipation of static CMOS digital cir-
cuits is given by the following well-known formula:

E
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where E

dynamic

is the total dynamic energy consumed
while charging the load capacitance C

load

, with a switching
probability of ↵. During the operation of the circuit, i.e.,
the circuit is powered, there exists leakage energy E

leakage

that is consumed during the leakage time t
leak

. In addition,
when a switching event occurs, for the duration t

sc

, when
both nMOS and pMOS transistors are conducting, some
short circuit energy E

short�circuit

will be dissipated. In
our energy dissipation analysis the contribution of the short
circuit energy in the sub-threshold regime is neglected, as it
is known to contribute only a small portion of the overall
energy dissipation [2].

From (1) it is immediately clear that the energy dissipation
of digital circuits can be reduced by lowering the supply
voltage. It was first shown by Swanson as early as 1972
that CMOS digital operation can be realized with ultra-low
supply voltages [12]. When the supply voltage is lowered
aggressively, below the threshold voltage (V

T

) of the MOS
transistors, the digital circuit operates in the sub-threshold
regime. In [2] and [12] it was proven that the minimum
operating voltage for obtaining an absolute gain of more
than 1 from a simple inverter and for guaranteeing bi-
stability with sufficient voltage swing the lower limit of
supply voltage scaling was 4U

T

, where U
T

is the thermal
voltage whose value is 26 mV at 300 K.

A. Sub-threshold Operation

The drain current of an n-channel MOS transistor operat-
ing in this regime is specified as
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where n is a process dependent term called slope factor and
is typically in the range of 1.3 � 1.5 for modern CMOS
processes [2]. The value of n depends on the depletion
region characteristics of the transistor, i. e., n = 1+C

d

/C
ox

.
V
GS

and V
DS

are the gate-to-source and drain-to-source
voltages, respectively. The parameter I

S

is the specific
current which is given by,

I
S

= 2nµC
ox

U2
T

W

L
(3)

where µ is the mobility of carriers, C
ox

is the gate oxide
capacitance per unit area, and W

L

is the aspect ratio of the
transistor.

As equation (2) shows, the drain current of a MOS transis-
tor operating in the sub-threshold regime shows exponential
dependence on the gate-to-source, drain-to-source voltages,
slope factor, and the operating temperature. This exponential
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dependence of the drain current on the node voltages causes
near-exponential changes in the operating speed of the
circuit as the supply voltage varies [2]. As the supply voltage
is lowered in the sub-threshold regime, the circuit delay as
well as the leakage energy dissipation increase exponentially
and the switching energy decreases quadratically, resulting
in an energy-minimum operating point to occur. This is in
contrast to the super-threshold operation where an energy-
minimum operating voltage cannot be found. By operating
asynchronously, both leakage and dynamic energy compo-
nents can be reduced. The reduction in the leakage energy
is due to the reduction of idle time of the circuit and the
reduction in the dynamic energy is due to the moving of the
energy-minimum supply voltage to a lower value as will be
explained in Section II-C.

B. Asynchronous Operation

Components in an asynchronous system circuit operate
largely autonomously. They are not governed by clock
circuitry or a global clock signal, but instead need only
wait for the signals that indicate completion of instructions
and operations. These signals are specified by simple data
transfer protocols. The data through the stages propagate
by means of handshake signals that signal propagation
of the data. This digital logic design is contrasted with
a synchronous circuit which operates according to clock
timing signals.

There are several reasons why asynchronous circuits are
not as common as synchronous designs. First of all asyn-
chronous circuits are more difficult to design then their syn-
chronous counterparts. Synchronous designers are not con-
cerned with what is going on between the latches/registers
of a design as long as the data at the input of the memory
elements is stable before the next clock signal. In contrast,
asynchronous designs should be free of logic hazards in all
the levels of abstraction [13] and switching activity must
be properly ordered not to cause wrong data propagation.
Although this is not a issue for the datapath of a bundled
data design, logic hazards still need to be avoided in the
asynchronous control circuitry. Second, asynchronous de-
sign methodologies are not fully supported by commercial
Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools, necessitating
custom modifications to EDA tools for asynchronous design
implementation. In our de-synchronization flow we employ
commercial EDA tools for the implementation of the cir-
cuits, thus allowing the designers to work in a familiar
environment.

In this paper, we concentrate on a subset of asynchronous
circuits that are based on asynchronous micro-pipelines first
introduced by Sutherland [15]. The asynchronous circuit
model that we will use in the remainder of this paper
is a 4-phase bundled-data circuit shown in Figure 1 and
is taken from [14]. In this type of asynchronous circuits,
consecutive pipeline stages are separated using latches or

C

Latch

EN

C

Latch

EN Purely
Combinational

Logic

Worst case
delay

Request

Ack

Req Req

Ack

Data

Acknowledge

(a) Fixed delay implementation

C

Latch

EN

C

Latch

EN Purely
Combinational

Logic

Computation
Dependent
Delay

Request

Acknowledge
Ack

Req Req

Ack

Data

(b) Computation based delay implementation

Figure 1. 4-phase bundled data pipeline (After [14]).

registers controlled by an asynchronous finite state machine
(AFSM). The req line is used to signal that new data is
available for processing. Once the pipeline stage is ready to
process new data, the AFSM will acknowledge this request
by using the ack line, which in turn enables the latch/register,
and new data will become available for processing by the
combinational circuit. The completion of this operation will
generate a new req signal to the following stage. Imple-
mentations differ depending on the signaling scheme used
between AFSMs. Without loss of generality we will use the
four-phase signaling scheme in our examples.

Traditional implementations of this circuit frequently use
a matched delay line that has been engineered to have a
delay that corresponds to the worst case delay through the
combinational circuit as shown in Figure 1a. There are
obvious disadvantages of using a fixed delay element for
performance reasons, especially for coarse grained pipeline
stages, where there is substantial variation in the operating
speed depending on the input data switching probability. By
operating such systems in a fixed delay fashion, unnecessary
leakage energy dissipation and throughput degradation will
occur. By employing circuits with completion detection
capabilities and by realizing average-case operation speed,
leakage energy component, which is inversely proportional
to the operating speed of the circuit, may be reduced.

There are many approaches to design asynchronous cir-
cuits with inherent completion detection capabilities. How-
ever, asynchronous circuit families with inherent digital
completion detection incur both area and energy dissipation
overhead. Especially in the sub-threshold regime energy
increase due to higher leakage is more pronounced [16].
Our solution for this problem is to employ a supplemented
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Figure 2. Total energy dissipation and average operation frequency for
changing supply voltage values for a switching/delay mean value of 0.1.
The energy-minimum operating points occurs at different voltage values
for synchronous and asynchronous cases.

completion detection circuit for sub-threshold operation.
In this work we focus on the implementation details and
use cases of single-rail circuits that operate with current
sensing completion detection. The implemented completion
detection system was first introduced in [17] and an overview
of this solution with possible use cases will be given in
Section III.

C. Energy Reduction By Asynchronous Operation

In [6] a comparison of synchronous and asynchronous
circuits in terms of energy efficiency was performed. Energy
dissipation of synchronous and asynchronous circuits are
given as

E
T
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for the synchronous and asynchronous cases, respectively.
In the equations, C

inv

is the total switched capacitance
of an inverter, µ

e

is the activity factor of the circuit and
k
crit

is the critical path delay normalized to the delay of an
inverter. The parameter k

leak

is obtained by normalizing the
total average leakage current of the circuit by the average
leakage of an inverter, and k

cap

is obtained by normalizing
the total capacitance of the circuit by the capacitance of an
inverter. When equations (4) and (5) are compared, it is seen
that the leakage energy contribution parts differ by a factor
of µ

d

+ k
com

oh

, where µ
d

is a parameter which denotes
the average computation time of the asynchronous circuit
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and is in the range [0, 1], and k
com

oh

is the asynchronous
communication overhead. This difference in the leakage
energy part of the equations results in lower leakage energy
dissipation for asynchronous circuits as long as the value
µ
d

+ k
com

oh

is below 1.
When leakage energy of a circuit is reduced, the EMV

moves to a lower value where the circuit dissipates lower
switching energy while operating at a lower speed. From our
numerical simulations based on the energy model, Figure 2
shows the energy and frequency profile of a sample design
at a switching/delay mean of 0.1 for both asynchronous
and synchronous operation. The k-parameters of the sample
design were chosen such that the circuit has an energy
dissipation equivalent to 1000 inverter gates with a drive
capability of 1, and the critical path was chosen to be 25
inverter delays. In the simulations unless otherwise noted,
the communication overhead parameter k

com

oh

is taken as
0.1. The EMV of the same circuit for synchronous and
asynchronous operations for the specified mean values occur
at 240 and 170mV, respectively. Energy is reduced by
41.3 % from 29.3 fJ to 17.2 fJ by operating asynchronously.

Advantages of operating in an asynchronous manner in
the sub-threshold regime are twofold. First, leakage en-
ergy is lowered by reducing the average time during the
circuit is in idle mode, i.e., the time the circuit purely
leaks. Second, lower leakage energy shifts the EMV to a
lower value. This reduction in the supply voltage effectively
reduces the switching energy. This is shown in the plot
of energy-minimum supply voltage values and their corre-
sponding throughput values. In Figure 3 energy-minimum
supply voltages and the operating frequencies for changing
switching/delay properties are shown. The energy-minimum
supply voltage of the asynchronous operation is lower, thus
reducing switching energy. The throughput worsens due to
lower operating voltage but it is negligible in asynchronous
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Figure 4. General block diagram of the completion detection system.
The system consist of an asynchronous finite state machine, completion
detection circuitry and a sensor transistor.

operation under the assumption that better-than-worst-case
operation is possible.

III. CURRENT SENSING COMPLETION DETECTION
SYSTEM

In this section we provide an overview of the completion
detection system that was first presented in [17] by Akgun
et.al. This method may be applied to either the complete
design using one completion detection circuit, or the indi-
vidual stages using dedicated completion detection circuitry
for each stage. In this paper we present the former as an
implementation example since the implementation is more
generic (presents the basic idea) and allows us to prove the
concept of current sensing completion detection in the sub-
threshold regime on a complex design.

A. CSCD System

In general, single-rail asynchronous circuits operate by
delaying the control signals by an amount equal to the
critical path delay [14]. Due to process variations this delay
line has to be over-constrained, reducing the operating speed,
and thereby also directly reducing the energy efficiency of
the circuit. In order to be able to harvest the maximum
energy efficiency out of a circuit, we need to reduce the
time the circuit spends leaking, both saving leakage energy
and moving EMV to a lower value. Hence switching energy
is reduced in a quadratic manner.

Instead of using a fixed delay line, the completion of an
operation may be detected. A technique to realize comple-
tion detection is to monitor the current drawn by the com-
binational domain. As long as the combinational circuitry
is switching there will be dynamic power consumption in
the circuit, which is detectable through the supply current
IVDD of the circuit. There are several implementations of
completion detection circuits that use current sensing in
the literature [18]–[20]. These methods rely on bipolar
transistors, and/or resistors with high values, both of which
are not always available in a standard process, or come as a
process option with additional cost. The requirements on the

bipolar transistors and resistors in these solutions set practi-
cal limits for the detection of current values in the µA-to-mA
range. In this work we apply our de-synchronization flow to
implement a current sensing completion detection system
as presented in Figure 4. The completion detection system
consist of an asynchronous finite state machine (AFSM),
a completion detection circuit, which consist of a pulse
generator and an AC-coupled amplifier, and a single pMOS
transistor used for sensing the current. Implemented system
is suitable for sub-threshold operation and can sense the
current changes in the pA-nA range. Due to the simplicity
of the system, the area overhead is very small.

B. Use Cases for CSCD

In this section different use cases for a current sensing
completion detection system which realizes average case
performance are presented. Use cases are examined for
different environments and architectures:

Aout

RoutRin

Ain

CSCD

Seq.

Combinational

Trigger VDD

Figure 5. Minimum energy processing scenario.

1) Minimum Energy per Sample Processing: As shown in
Section II-C, self-timed operation realizes minimum energy
per operation. However, the operating speed is dictated
by the EMV and minimum energy per sample operation
is only realizable within an asynchronous frame. Such an
implementation is shown in Figure 5. In this implementation
the core is governed by a single CSCD controller. Whole
system is triggered by a single signal and the current drawn
by the entire circuit is monitored. Implemented system
works at EMV with average-case throughput, which is the
most energy efficient.

2) Asynchronous Operation in a Synchronous Environ-
ment: For using the CSCD in a synchronous environment,
the digital system must be surrounded by FIFOs such that
asynchronous operation speed can be matched to that of
the synchronous one. One such example was presented in
[21]. In this work, supply voltage was scaled so that just-
in-time operation was realized. This cannot be applied to
sub-threshold circuits for lower energy operation because as
shown in Figure 2, operating at any other point other than
the EMV results in non-minimal energy dissipation. Thus,
we propose a system, similar to that of in [21] as shown in
Figure 6.

In this proposed system asynchronous circuit core is
surrounded with FIFOs to be able to match the operating
speed of the synchronous environment. As mentioned, for
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Figure 6. Self-timed operation embedded in a synchronous environment.

energy minimum operation the system needs to be operated
at EMV. While working in a synchronous environment
as in our example, energy may be saved by employing
power shutdown. There are multiple scenarios that needs
to examined:

• Synchronous environment slower than the self-timed
domain: In such a case, if the speed difference between
the environments is high, only 1-sample FIFOs can
be used for synchronization and the self-timed system
can be shutdown as soon as the operation is complete,
thus saving leakage energy. If the energy savings due
to power-shutdown are not substantial and power-
shutdown overhead is dominating the savings, the
depth of the FIFOs can be increased and the number
of power-shutdowns may be reduced significantly, i.
e., by a factor of N for N -sample FIFOs.

• Synchronous environment speed is similar to that of
the self-timed domain: In this case N -sample FIFOs
are needed around the self-timed core. The FIFOs
have two purposes: i) Guaranteeing that no data is
missed if asynchronous core processes multiple worst-
case samples in succession, and ii) allow the self-timed
core to shutdown after processing a certain number of
samples. By operating in such a manner, the cost of the
power-shutdown on the overall energy figure is reduced,
i. e., less power-shutdowns as explained in the previous
scenario. In a configuration such as shown in Figure 6,
a supervisor block that monitors the fullness of the
FIFOs is needed for guaranteeing correct operation.
In a situation where the FIFOs are full, supervisor
block should generate a signal to increase the supplied
voltage, which will result in a higher processing speed,
and thus moving away from EMV for guaranteeing
that the self-timed domain do not stall the rest of
the system. Once the FIFOs get less occupied, supply

voltage should be returned to EMV.
3) Reactive systems: In this scenario the system is active

for a brief time and shut-down for a much longer time. Such
an application is the sensor networks, where the system per-
forms a sequence of operations and sleep for a much longer
period than the active time, and these applications usually do
not have hard real-time (worst-case) speed requirements. The
self-timed system works at EMV and goes to sleep again.
The benefits of employing a self-timed implementation in
this case is operating at a lower EMV than the synchronous
counterpart, hence lower energy dissipation. It should also
be noted that all the energy dissipation overhead elements,
such as power-shutdown, FIFOs (if needed), etc. also exist
in a synchronous implementation for such a use case.

IV. CSCD IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the implementation details of the
sub-threshold current sensing completion detection system.
Building blocks of the system are explained with emphasis
on the designed latch controller.

Figure 4 is a general block diagram showing how the
completion detection circuit is added in an asynchronous
pipeline. The detailed design will be explained later. As seen,
a stage is a latch/register followed by some logic. This is
opposite to the usual convention where a pipeline stage is
defined as some logic followed by a latch/register. The use
of an input register is necessary because the latch controller
AFSM, in addition to generating clock-ticks to the latch, also
generates ticks which starts the current sensing completion
detection. Moreover, the latch controller AFSM and the
following completion detection circuit is implemented in
an integrated fashion. It must be emphasized that the (non-
standard) use of input latches/registers is mostly an aesthetic
issue; from a functional point of view it makes no difference
to the operation of the system.

The pipeline in Figure 4 can be implemented using latches
as well as flip-flops. The designed latch controller AFSM
generates ticks which can control an edge-triggered register
directly, as well. The ticks are pulses and to control a latch it
needs to be ensured that the pulse has a sufficient width. This
can be done using a special pulsing circuit or as explained
later in the design of the latch controller, one can use the
”fixed pulse generator” shown in Figure 9.

Figure 4 showed a fragment of a simple linear pipeline.
It must be emphasized that arbitrary circuit structures
using conventional data-driven asynchronous handshake-
components, e.g. latch, logic, join, fork, merge, mux, demux,
[14] can be built. A design constraint to keep in mind is that
when smaller combinatorial blocks are composed into larger
combinatorial blocks (without latches in-between), the entire
combinatorial block should have only one single current
sensing circuit.

Finally, it must be noted that the latch controller AFSM
has the property that a ring with only one edge-triggered
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pipeline stage can iterate. This can be exploited to transform
a synchronous circuit into self-timed circuit using a global
but a-periodic clock which is derived using current sensing
completion detection in the combinatorial circuit. This rep-
resents an interesting and simple form of de-synchronization
and in the next section we present a corresponding design
flow and a prototype circuit which has been designed in this
way.

A. Current Sensing

In any CSCD implementation, to be able to detect the
operation phase of the circuit in the current sensing com-
pletion detection method, instantaneous current drawn by
the circuit needs to be monitored. Thus, a circuit with low
energy and area overhead that acts as an ammeter is required.
We use a current sensing technique where the supply node
(V

DD

) of the combinational macro block is driven by a
diode-connected low-VT pMOS transistor, see Figure 4 [17].
In this implementation, the current signal is sensed by the
diode connected low-VT pMOS transistor and is converted
to a voltage signal.

B. Latch Controller

A conventional bundled data pipeline, see Figure 1a,
is constructed from handshake latches (each composed of
a latch controller AFSM and a conventional enable-latch)
and handshake combinatorial circuits (each composed of a
matched delay element and a conventional combinatorial
circuit).

Based on the handshaking on its input and output sides,
a latch controller [22] produces a signal which opens and
closes the latch. The signal transitions which opens and
closes the latch are normally interwoven with the handshak-
ing, in order to ensure that the latch is opened for a safe
and sufficiently long period. Different data validity schemes
may be obtained in this way [14], [23]. Finally, it is worth
mentioning that the delay element used to match the latency
in the combinatorial circuit delays both the rising and falling
transitions on the request signal.

In our design we modify the latch controller AFSM as
follows. The targeted sequential elements for implementa-
tion are positive-edge triggered flip-flops. Therefore, we use
the Ain signal to clock the registers. Moreover, the use
of current sensing completion detection leads to a situation
where a signal event, Ain+, causes the completion detection
circuit to generate a pulse, where the width matches the
switching in the combinatorial part; the leading edge is
caused by Ain+ and the trailing edge of this pulse happens
when the combinatorial circuit has settled. This situation,
where a signal transition causes a pulse (i.e. two signal
transitions) means that the completion detection circuit may
not directly substitute a matched delay element. Therefore,
we merge this pulse generating completion detection circuit
into the latch controller, such that the outgoing request

Rin+

Rin−

T−

Ain−

Rout+

Aout+

Rout−

Aout−

T+

Ain+

Figure 7. Signal transition graph for the designed controller.

Rout+ includes a delay which matches the subsequent
combinatorial circuit.

Figure 4 illustrates how the latch controller AFSM and the
completion detection circuit work together. The behavior of
the combined latch controller AFSM and completion detec-
tion circuit is specified in the signal transition graph (STG)
in Figure 7. When focusing on the STG and the synthesis
of the AFSM, it is sufficient to represent the completion
detection circuit as a black box which is triggered by a
positive signal transition (Ain+) and which then produces
a variable width pulse (T- � > T+).

Looking at the STG it is seen that the handshaking on
the input and output sides are totally decoupled; except for
the fact that the latch controller will not accept new data
(Ain+) until after T+. If only one AFSM is required, i.e.,
the circuit is working as a stand-alone processing unit and
there are no external timing constraints, AFSM will work in
two different oscillating settings: (i) Rin connected to Ain

through an inverter and Rout connected to Aout, and (ii)
Rout connected to Rin and Aout connected to Ain (i.e.,
the output port connected to the input port). These modes
and use cases are explained in the next section.

C. Operation Modes for the Latch Controller

The controller described in the previous section can be
employed for multiple operation modes:

• Standalone controller (Figure 8a): A single CSCD
controller is used to control the entire core. In
this implementation, due to the specific CSCD
implementation presented in this work, only the
current dissipation of the combinational gates is
monitored (see Figure 5).

• Pipelined Operation: CSCD controllers can be
connected in pipelined fashion as any other
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Rout

Aout

Rin

Ain

CSCD

(c) Self Oscillating Configuration - 1.

Rout

Aout

Rin

Ain

CSCD

(d) Self Oscillating Configuration - 2

Figure 8. Usage cases for the controller circuitry.

asynchronous controller. Depending on the size of
the circuit two different implementations are possible:
i) Pipelined systems: This implementation is similar
to the standalone controller. Combinational current
consumption of the systems are sensed by individual
controllers. ii) Smaller pipeline stages separated
by memory elements: As explained previously,
combinational current consumption of the pipeline
stage is sensed, and the memory elements at the input
of the pipeline stage are controlled. From a system’s
perspective, both implementations are the same, see
Figure 8b.

• Self-Oscillating Configuration - 1: The controller
is connected as shown in Figure 8c, and after the
reset phase, the circuit will start self oscillating.
This configuration may be used in a system which
realizes minimum energy per sample operation.
By self-oscillating, as soon as the computation is
completed, new processed data will be available to

C

AC−Coupled amplifier

and shaping circuitry

Rin

Aout

Rout

Vsense

Ain

+

+

C
T

Fixed pulse generator

Figure 9. AFSM including the pulse generating completion detection
circuitry.

VDD

Ccouple

Out

mp1

mn1

mp2

mn2

n1Vsense

2/0.52/0.5

2/0.5 2/0.5

Figure 10. AC-coupled amplifier.

the environment and the system can request and begin
processing the following sample immediately. It should
also be noted that only one controller is required to
realize self oscillation, unlike other examples in the
literature which require multiple controllers.

• Self-Oscillating Configuration - 2: Like the previ-
ous mode, this mode (Figure 8d), also allows self-
oscillating operation. In case one of the data sides,
either input or output, require different operating speed,
then the loop may be cut and the system becomes con-
trolled only from one side, operating at the maximum
speed possible at the uncontrolled side.

D. Completion Signal Generation

The completion detection circuit used to realize the asyn-
chronous cardiac event detector is presented in Figure 9.
Unlike the current sensing implementation presented in
[17], we removed the variable pulse-width generator, which
was possible due to the increased complexity and hence
higher current drawn by our reference circuit. The sensed
signal is strong enough to drive the AC-coupled amplifier
to voltage values which are just below the supply voltage.
Consequently, it is possible to shape this analog signal such
that is is treated as digital and used to control the AFSM.

The implemented AC-coupled amplifier that is suitable
for sub-threshold operation is shown in Figure 10. Diode
connected transistors mp1 and mn1 bias the transistors
mp2 and mn2, which are acting as an amplifier, at the
maximum gain point for a given size and DC level. By
changing the transistor sizes, the frequency response of the
amplifier is adjusted and there is a trade off between the
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gain required from the AC-coupled amplifier and the delay
caused by the sensor transistor. If greater delay caused by
the sensor transistor (larger spikes in the supply node of the
combinational logic block) can be tolerated, the gain, thus
the power consumption of the AC-coupled amplifier can be
reduced.

A fixed pulse generator is connected in parallel to the
AC-Coupled amplifier and the shaping circuitry, which is
connected to the output of the amplifier and consist of an
inverter, is implemented as well. Fixed pulse generator is
necessary to generate a pulse signal for cases where no
combinational switching occurs, or for minimal amount of
switching occurring in the circuit that cannot be amplified
enough by the AC-coupled amplifier for being converted to
a logic level change. Thus this fixed pulse generator both
realizes the time-out feature and guarantees correct operation
for the cases where the sensed signal is not strong enough.
The sizing of the fixed pulse generator is done based on
the HSPICE simulation results and the width of the pulse
generated is set equal to the minimum pulse width generated
by the AC-coupled amplifier.

V. ASYNCHRONOUS SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
EXAMPLE

This section presents the reference design and employed
self-timed cardiac event detector implementation methodol-
ogy briefly. Design flow is briefly introduced in this section
and more details about the flow can be found in [24].

A. Digital Event Detector for Cardiac Pacemakers

As a reference circuit, we use a CMOS implementation of
a digital 3-scaled wavelet-based filter in combination with
so-called hypothesis testing [25] for detecting the R-wave
in a cardiac pacemaker. The R-wave detector qualifies for
pacemaker applications with reliable detection performance
in noisy environments, and is validated on cardiograms
recorded and digitized during pacemaker implantation. The
architecture is optimized by register minimization, internal
wordlength optimization, and numerical strength reduction.
The event detector consists of 727 registers and 4200
NAND2 equivalent logic cells.

B. De-synchronization Flow

To realize a self-timed version of the cardiac event
detector circuit, a de-synchronization flow has been de-
veloped. There are multiple examples of synchronous-to-
asynchronous conversion in the literature. In [26] the au-
thors proposed the Doubly-Latched Asynchronous Pipeline
(DLAP) approach. In this implementation the circuit is first
synthesized into a synchronous structure by using commer-
cial EDA tools. Then each register in the design is replaced
by a pair of latches and the asynchronous controller. Flow
described in [27] is similar to the DLAP approach. A fully
automated synthesis flow that does not change the structure
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Figure 11. Separated current waveforms of the combinational gates and
registers of the reference circuit.
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Figure 12. Concept of power domain separation for completion detection
circuit implementation.

of the synchronous datapath is introduced. In this approach
only the synchronization network is modified by replacing
the clocking network of a synchronous circuit by a set of
asynchronous controllers.

In the de-synchronization flow we are employing, the
synthesized circuit remains unchanged, and only during the
placement and routing step the registers are separated from
the combinational gates and they are assigned a different
power domain. Area overhead is due to the separation
required between the power domains and, thus, is less than
the previously proposed approaches.

The current sensing completion detection concept is ap-
plicable to sense the current drawn by a digital circuit. In
circuits where the majority of the gates are combinational,
the same power domain may be used for both combinational
and sequential elements. Due to the majority of the combi-
national gates, the current drawn by the whole circuit may
be sensed with the sensor transistor without saturating the
following AC-coupled amplifier.

However, the reference design uses a substantial number
of sequential gates, i.e., registers. Separated current wave-
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Figure 13. Design flow for the test chip

forms for the combinational logic and the registers are shown
in Figure 11. The current waveform of the memory elements
has sharp and instantaneous changes while the current wave-
form of the combinational logic part is spread over time with
a smaller amplitude. Hence, separation of the combinational
and memory elements of a complex circuit are crucial for
proper operation of the current sensing completion detection
system.

Asynchronous implementation of the reference design
employs the separation of the power domains as shown in
Figure 12. Positive edge triggered registers are driven by
the Ain signal of the completion detection circuit shown
in Figure 9. The separation process is automated and incurs
little overhead in terms of routing and area.

The main advantage of the employed flow (Figure 13) is
that stable and well known EDA-tools/flows for synchronous
circuit design are used. Detailed information about the
employed design flow and the tools is given in [24].

VI. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The energy dissipation and speed improvement results of
the self-timed cardiac event detector are obtained by sim-
ulations. For verification of the proposed flow and current-
sensing completion detection system, the self-timed cardiac
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Figure 15. Normalized processing time histogram of the event detector.
All processing time values are normalized to the critical path delay.

event detector is fabricated in a 65 nm standard CMOS
process.

A. Simulation Results

In a complex circuit such as the cardiac event detector,
there may be many paths which have delays equal or close
to the critical path delay of the circuit. It may be argued that,
current sensing completion detection may not be as effective
as the case where there is a single dominating critical path.
Figure 14 shows the normalized path delay distribution of
the reference design for all the paths in the circuit. All
path delays are normalized to the critical path delay of the
circuit. In the reference design, there are more than 20000

paths that are close to the critical path value. Therefore, to
see the possible gain in asynchronous operation, processing
time of the circuit while processing real data needs to be
investigated.

The histogram in Figure 15 shows the normalized pro-
cessing time of the circuit while processing real data. The
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Table I
ENERGY MINIMUM OPERATING VOLTAGE AND RESPECTIVE MINIMUM

ENERGY DISSIPATION OF THE REFERENCE CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTED IN A
COMMERCIAL 65 NM PROCESS FOR DIFFERENT OPERATION MODES.

Operation EMV (mV) Energy (fJ)
Synchronous 330.6 973.4

Asynchronous 296.1 809.7

data presented in the histograms is obtained by processing
the power waveforms generated by Synopsys PrimeTime
for 2200 data samples. All the processing time values are
normalized to the critical path delay as in the previous case.
The distribution shows many small path delay values. These
are due to repeated processing of the same data or due to the
periods where the data at the input of the reference design
does not change. Based on the processing times, a speed
improvement of 58.7% is possible with the applied real-life
data set while operating asynchronously with the completion
detection circuit.

Below the histogram, HSPICE simulation results of the
completion detection circuit for 200 data samples is shown.
According to the results of HSPICE simulation, completion
detection circuit using the presented flow results in 52.58%
throughput improvement compared to the synchronous case
while operating with a supply voltage of 0.35V. In our im-
plementation, pulse-width generated by minimum detectable
current signal is 20.7% of the critical path.

The improvement in the throughput results in moving
of the EMV. This improvement is calculated by setting
µ
d

in equation (5) to 0.47, i.e., 1 � 0.53. The change in
EMV and reduction in energy dissipation resulting due to
asynchronous operation is presented in Table I. By trading
the throughput improvement and moving to a lower EMV,
energy dissipation of the same circuit is reduced by 16.8%.
Energy dissipation of the completion detection circuit is
18.36 fJ, which is 2.3% of the total energy dissipation in
asynchronous mode.

B. Silicon Implementation

Both self-timed and synchronous versions of the cardiac
event detector are fabricated in a 65 nm standard CMOS
process. A chip micrograph is shown in Figure 16, where
the event detectors are accommodated on a multi-project
die. The synchronous and self-timed versions of the cardiac
event detector are highlighted in the figure.

C. Preliminary Measurements

Preliminary measurements for verifying the functionality
of the implemented cardiac event detectors as well as the
completion detection circuitry have been performed. The ref-
erence design, i.e, cardiac event detector, and the completion
detection circuitry are operational down to 250 mV.

Figure 17 shows the inverted version of the completion
detection pulses generated by the completion detection cir-
cuitry while operating at a supply voltage of 300 mV. As

Figure 16. Chip micrograph. Designed circuits were implemented on
a multi-project die. Periphery of the sub-threshold blocks are drawn,
synchronous and asynchronous designs are emphasized.

Figure 17. Measured inverted pulses generated by the completion detection
circuitry.

it is observed from the figure, the width of the generated
pulses vary according to the current consumed by the self-
timed cardiac event detector. Output signals from the chip
are up-converted by on-chip level converters.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this manuscript the design of self-timed, energy-
minimum circuits operating in the sub-VT domain are pre-
sented. Different use cases for a current sensing completion
detection system are examined. An event detector for cardiac
pacemaker applications is used as a reference design. A
de-synchronization flow for implementing a sub-VT current
sensing completion detection system is briefly introduced.
A fully-decoupled latch controller has been developed for
integrating with the current sensing completion detection
circuitry. Different configurations for the latch controller
together with the CSCD circuitry are presented.

The area overhead due to de-synchronization is 8.2%
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in the core, while area overhead due to the completion
detection circuit is 5.4% in a commercial 65 nm digital
CMOS process. The improvement in throughput is 52.58%
by operating asynchronously. Simulation results indicate that
trading the throughput improvement reduces energy dissi-
pation by 16.8%. The energy overhead of the completion
detection circuit is 2.3% of the total energy dissipation of
the reference circuit. The self-timed event detector has been
fabricated and verified to operate down to 250 mV.
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